
Michael Anastassiades’ versatile talents bring a distinctive touch to the design process of the Card bookcase, 
adding significant value to its creation. Characterized by a precise graphic identity, this bookcase seamlessly 
integrates Anastassiades’ stylistic approach with the rest of the Collection. Card marks a new chapter in the 
quest for furniture that embodies the needs of modern living while maintaining a high level of technological 
innovation. The bookcase combines essential functionality with a contemporary configuration, reflecting 
Anastassiades’ purist and recognizable design ethos. A testament to rigorous research and development, 
the Card bookcase focuses on intricate details, with each element crafted to perfection. Of fered in black 
oak, the freestanding structure houses authentic technological marvels, including satin brass finish joints 
that elegantly connect the horizontal planes to the vertical uprights. Material juxtaposition is a hallmark of 
Michael Anastassiades’ design philosophy, evident in the Card bookcase through the inclusion of a Sahara 
noir marble shelf. This subtle contrast with the black oak enhances the richness of materials, aligning with 
the decorative approach of the 2024 Collection. Structurally, the bookcase offers four different compositional 
possibilities: high shelf, low shelf, console, bedside table.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SIDE PANELS, BASE AND TOPS IN WOOD  
Medium-density fibreboard panel covered with wood veneer.
The components are joined together with steel tie rods.

MARBLE TOP
In pieced marble with ceramic insert.

PLINTH
Metal frame with epoxy paint finish, fitted with adjustable feet with non-slip plastic tips.

METAL INSERTS
Die-cast metal, painted.
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 No reductions of any kind or changes to types or finishes are possible.
 The position of the marble tops cannot be changed.
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W 73,5 D 48,5 H 45,5
W 28 7/8” D 19 1/8” H 17 7/8”

W 193,5 D 48,5 H 45,5
W 76 1/8” D 19 1/8” H 17 7/8”

W 193,5 D 48,5 H 86
W 76 1/8” D 19 1/8” H 33 7/8”

W 193,5 D 48,5 H 126
W 76 1/8” D 19 1/8” H 49 5/8”

CLI0704

CLI1904

CLI1908

CLI1912

Bedside

Top in 
Sahara noir
marble

Console / TV

Top in 
Sahara noir
marble

Low shelf

Sahara noir 
marble  
central shelf

High shelf

Sahara noir 
marble  
central shelf


